
Kandiyohi County and City of Willmar Economic Development Commission (EDC)
Joint Operations Board (OB)

AGRICULTURE AND RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT (AG) COMMITTEE

MINUTES
March 17, 2011

Christianson & Associates, PLLP, Willmar, MN

Present: Glenn Arfstrom, Jon Folkedahl, Ian Graue, Kevin Halvorson, Bob Meyerson, Tim
Miller, Steve Nelson, Keith Poier, Bruce Reuss, Brad Saeger, Milan Schmiesing,
Stan Simon and Dan Tepfer

Guests: Jeff Bredberg, Director of Environmental Services and Gary Geer, Administrator,
Zoning Department, Kandiyohi County; Nate Hultgren, Kim Larson and Harlan
Madsen, Kandiyohi County Commissioner

Excused: Wade Gustafson, Cathy Keuseman, Scott Thaden and Jeff Vetsch

Absent: Loren Corle, Todd Geselius, Marc Knisely, Jim Molenaar, Sherm Schueler and John
Soderholm

Staff: Steve Renquist, Executive Director

Chairperson Bruce Reuss called the meeting to order at approximately 7:35 a.m. 

MINUTES—The following changes were made to the minutes of the February 17, 2011 meeting on
page 2 under Wind:  change the word fusion to fruition and to the third sentence change local
volunteers to local volunteer members.

IT WAS MOVED BY Bob Meyerson, SECONDED BY Milan Schmiesing, to approve the
minutes of the February 17, 2011 meeting as corrected.  MOTION CARRIED. 

Self introductions were given.

REPORTS—

Fuel Cell Subcommittee.  Jon Folkedahl reported the subcommittee’s goal was to determine
whether fuel cells could be manufactured.  The subcommittee will focus its research on items of
support for fuel cells with respect to local and regional; biomass, biogas and methanol; and explore
area manufacturing possibilities.  Cecil Massie did a report finding that biogas is not an option at
this time.  Folkedahl provided information on boom box fuel cell technology that can produce
electricity for $.12 per kW based on $9 gas.  There is hope for fuel cell technology as efficiencies
improve.  The subcommittee is looking for a location where a small fuel cell may be useful, such as
the county land fill, city wastewater treatment plant or ag operation.  Methanol can be produced for
biomass in the area.  CVAC in Benson could produce methanol and has some interest.  Midwest
Biogas wants to produce methane that can be produced into methanol.  The market is growing and
advancements will continue.  Subcommittee members will continue discussions with potential
biogas producers, AURI and the Mid-Central Research and Outreach Center (MCROC).  Most
methanol production is in Asia.  Brad Saeger reported he is working on a project to change
methanol into butanol.  



GreenStep Cities Subcommittee.  Steve Nelson reported the subcommittee is still in its
organizational phase and looking for more members.  They will be breaking into subcommittees to
work on best practices for the city of Willmar.  The goal is to make cities more liveable, workable
and interesting.  There are no monetary gains for a city and it may cost a city to implement best
practices.

[Harlan Madsen joined the meeting.]

Anhydrous Ammonia (NH3) project.  Stan Simon reported the feasibility study was completed and
submitted to the state.  The committee has been working on the commercialization aspect and
potential investors have been identified.  Steve Renquist reported on a meeting with Central Lakes
Cooperative.  Alternative sources of ag biomass, other than cornstalks, can be used.  Another
source may be city brush piles and those who are removing ash trees in the state.  Jeff Bredberg
stated the county landfill also receives trees and brush.  Kandiyohi County uses the same company
as the city of Willmar, which delivers the brush/trees to Fibrominn.  Bredberg estimated 20 semi
loads are picked up twice a year.  Harlan Madsen stated there are ditch projects removing trees
and the county has been approached by companies wanting the trees.  If the trees are used as
biomass, they must be cut down rather than tipped over.  Loren Engelby is the ditch inspector and
individual to contact in regard to trees removed for Kandiyohi County’s ditch projects.  Keith Poier
indicated MnVAP is also looking for product.  

MCROC.  Tim Miller reported the pre-application feedback on the federal grant was received giving
areas for review and adjustment.  The final application will be submitted in June.  Miller and others
met with Senator Franken, who seemed relatively interested in workforce development and
suggested there may be other funding options.  Miller will be meeting with Dick Hemmingson of the
Initiative for Renewable Energy and the Environment (IREE) for potential funding.

Wind.  Bob Meyerson reported Paul Jacobs of Jacobs Wind Electric Co., Inc., has been visiting
small wind energy projects to gather production data and organize small wind producers.  Jacobs
believes the systems were undersized, such as in Meyerson’s case, with a 20 kW tower that only
produces 16 kW.  Dan Tepfer indicated that to save cost, the installation procedures were detuned
to max out at 16 kW production levels.  Jacobs created REPCO (Renewable Energy Producers
Electric Power Cooperative) to get producers together.  Jacobs spoke with Tepfer because of
Kandiyohi Power Cooperative’s metering on the sites and to obtain its historical data.  Jacobs wants
to make the small wind sites better and get the sites up to their original representation.  It is
unknown if there are national standards and if the misrepresentation of production levels is industry
wide. Tepfer’s data confirms Jacobs’ research that 20 kW small wind systems peak at 14-16 kW
and rarely reach 17-18 kW.  Sales representatives of small wind energy systems suggest a
payback other than what is reality.  Meyerson stated the committee can be proud of its Small Wind
Energy Guide.  It is recommended the committee review the Small Wind Energy Guide to include
actual data.  Tepfer stated small wind energy sales go up and down in the area with most being in
rural areas (small ag/residential).  The state Board of Electricity issued another chapter on small
wind, which defines small wind up to 100 kW.  Work needs to be done on code issues.  As to big
wind energy, Meyerson stated a press release will be done announcing Whirlwind Energy, LLC has
hired Jan Donahue to obtain wind rights to place turbines and ACTERRA to bring the project to
bankability.  Whirlwind Energy, LLC will not hold public meetings seeking investors.

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

2011 goals.  Renquist requested the committee adopt its 2011 goals.  
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IT WAS MOVED BY Milan Schmiesing, SECONDED BY Brad Saeger, that the Kandiyohi
County and City of Willmar Economic Development Commission Agriculture and
Renewable Energy Development Committee adopt its 2011 goals as presented and
that the 2012 goals be started in committee in November or December 2011. 
MOTION CARRIED.

NEW BUSINESS

Kandiyohi County Zoning Ordinances.  Gary Geer, Kandiyohi County Zoning Administrator, was
introduced.  The county zoning ordinances can be viewed on the county’s website.  An Analysis of
the Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Plan relative to Feedlot/Agricultural Laborer Housing
Discussion prepared by Geer and a March 14, 2011 memo by Geer to this committee were
distributed (see copies attached).  Distributed by Kim Larson was his Response to Kandiyohi
County Zoning’s Dissertation Regarding Ag Employee Housing (see copy attached).  Harlan
Madsen informed the committee Geer is at this meeting at his request to give a presentation on the
county zoning ordinances.  The purpose of Geer’s presentation is to give an overview of zoning
within the ag context and to educate.  Madsen offered participation by county representatives in this
committee’s Regulatory Subcommittee to provide education and dialogue.  Geer presented
information on the two agriculture districts:  A-1 Agricultural Preservation District, which is south of
Highway 12, including Harrison and Mamre Townships, and A-2 General Agricultural District, which
is primarily north of Highway 12.  The difference between the two districts is the density allowed. 
For each district, Geer explained building eligibility requirements, building eligibility transfers, yard
regulations, setbacks and animal units, which is based on the pounds of manure waste produced
and are calculated by dividing the average animal weight for a species by 1,000 pounds.  Geer
stated 54 feedlot permits have been received and all were approved.  There are less conditions for
permits than in the past and no animal caps.  Geer showed a map with quarter- and half-mile buffer
areas to rural residences.  A conditional use permit must be applied for if there will be more than
300 animal units.  Geer explained the conditional use permit process.  A public hearing is held by
the Planning Commission and then the Planning Commission makes its recommendation to the
County Board.  No public comment is taken by the County Board, but the County Board has the
option to hold additional public hearings.  Action must be taken within 60 days or the application is
deemed approved without conditions.  An applicant can request an extension.  The Zoning
Department must adhere to the county’s Comprehensive Plan and state statute.  A variance
(generally involving a setback, building size or location) is based on state statute and heard by a
Board of Adjustment.  Decisions by the Board of Adjustment are final, except a decision can be
appealed to District Court.  Geer provided examples of setbacks requested and those that can be
approved by the Zoning Department versus the variance process.  Nonconforming language is
included in the county ordinances.  The county’s Comprehensive Plan is the basis upon which land
use and development are regulated.  Amendments are made to the Comprehensive Plan on a
regular basis to comply with state statute and court rulings. 

[Meyerson was excused from the meeting.]

Geer stated the Planning Commission and Zoning Department make recommendations to the
County Board.  Although not required to do so, most County Commissioners attend all public
hearings.  One County Commissioner is on the Planning Commission.  Reuss recommended that
anyone looking at doing a project should first ask the Zoning Department if the project meets county
requirements.  Simon recommended possible amendments to the county zoning ordinance be
considered to allow for mixed use development.  There are some planned unit developments in the
zoning ordinances.  Kandiyohi County does not have jurisdiction in any incorporated village. 
Madsen stated if the Comprehensive Plan is redone, the County Board would probably hire a
consulting firm and include a public hearing before the Planning Commission.
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[Schmiesing was excused from the meeting.]

Mid-Minnesota Development Commission assisted with the last changes to the Comprehensive
Plan.  The Comprehensive Plan is broad based; specific items should be addressed in a zoning
amendment.  The Comprehensive Plan is somewhat vague to allow for adjustment and adaptation. 
Madsen stated the Zoning Administrator cannot deviate from the county zoning ordinances.  Any
individual property owner can apply for an amendment to the zoning ordinance at which time a
public hearing is required and would be heard by the Planning Commission.

[Folkedahl was excused from the meeting.]

Building eligibilities and transfer of building eligibilities were discussed.

ADJOURNMENT—There being no further business, 

IT WAS MOVED BY Tim Miller, SECONDED BY Glenn Arfstrom, to adjourn the meeting.

The meeting was adjourned at approximately 9:40 a.m.

NEXT MEETING—The next regular meeting is 7:30 a.m., Thursday, April 21, 2011, at Christianson &
Associates, PLLP, Willmar.

Z:\Agriculture & Renewable Energy Development\Minutes\3.17.2011.wpd
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To: EDC Agriculture and Renewable Energy Development Committee Members 

Cathy Kueseman, Agribusiness & Renewable Energy Specialist 
 Steve Renquist, Economic Development Director 
 
From:  Gary Geer, Kandiyohi County Zoning Administrator 
 
Subject:  Agricultural Laborer Housing 
 
Date:  March 14, 2011 
 
 
Thank you for the invitation to meet with the Agriculture and Renewable Energy Development 
Committee (hereinafter referred to as the “Ag Committee”) in regards to the Ag Committee’s 
ongoing discussion of on-site multiple-unit housing for agricultural laborers.  In order to avoid 
overwhelming the Ag Committee with information at the time of the meeting, I would like to 
provide you with some information beforehand.  Attached to this memo is a document that 
focuses on compatibility with the Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Plan, as that is the key 
question that the zoning office must seek to answer given the nature of the County’s statutorily 
granted authority to exercise planning and zoning. 
 
A number of discussion points that I believe are worthy of some attention have been raised and 
have come to my attention either through newspaper reports, review of the Ag Committee 
Meeting Minutes, and conversations with elected and appointed officials.  I believe that it would 
be helpful to provide some food for thought on the following discussion points.  
 

Framing the Discussion 
 

The title chosen by the Ag Committee to frame discussion of housing (Create a positive 
regulatory environment for local agriculture development) seems to imply that the current 
regulatory environment for agriculture development in Kandiyohi County is negative or not 
conducive to supporting agricultural proposals, especially animal agriculture proposals.  There 
are indications in the minutes of the Ag Committee meetings that lead one to believe that this 
sentiment exists. The following quote taken from the Ag Committee minutes of April 20, 2009 
provides some illustration of this: “Kandiyohi County has stated it is livestock supportive, 
but…its actions may not be living up to its words.”  Before looking at the recent history of 
feedlot applications in the county, let’s consider the “livestock supportive” language introduced 
in that quote.  Assumedly, the quote above is referring to the “Kandiyohi County Livestock 
Supportive Policy Resolution” passed by the County Board on May 4, 2004 at the request of the 
Ag Committee.  The text of the resolution contains the following statements (emphases added): 
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○ “The county has deliberately and objectively developed a land use plan that supports 
expansion of livestock enterprises within the county.” 

○ “The county ordinance complements the county land use plan.” 
○ “The Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners encourages townships in the county to 

support livestock expansion within the scope of current land use plans and zoning 
ordinances.” 

○ “The Kandiyohi County Board of Commissioners is committed to its current plans, 
policy and ordinances.” 

Notice that the language proposed by the Ag Committee and adopted by the Board of 
Commissioners states that current plans and ordinances are livestock supportive.  So, carrying 
out these plans and ordinances cannot simultaneously be viewed as opposing or hindering 
agriculture.  The livestock supportive resolution does not contain a stipulation that the County 
must go along with all demands of a producer in order to be considered supportive, even when 
the demands of that producer are not compatible with the land use plan and ordinance.   
 
Perhaps some additional perspective on feedlot permitting will be helpful.  During the years from 
2000 to 2010 Kandiyohi County received 54 Conditional Use Permit (CUP) applications for 
feedlots.  Every one of those applications was approved.  Some of those CUPs were approved 
despite significant vocal opposition from neighboring landowners who mainly expressed 
emotional or unsubstantiated general fears.  Zoning staff supported these applications with 
recommendations for approval and proposed findings in support of approval aimed to protect 
both the producer and county from legal challenge.  Over time the conditions attached to CUPs 
have lessened to the point where the basic and minimum protections contained in MPCA and 
Board of Animal Health regulations are referenced for protection while additional environmental 
protections or precautions are typically not sought.   
 
It is hard to imagine that 100% of feedlot proposals being approved within a ten year period is 
characteristic of a negative regulatory environment.  Besides minimal setbacks and a CUP 
threshold for feedlots, Kandiyohi County has essentially no regulations in the zoning ordinance 
for animal agriculture.  There are no animal unit caps.  There are no half-mile setbacks required 
from residences.  And zoning staff has not advocated for any such restrictive measures.  For 
comparison purposes, in heavily agricultural Renville County, the Meadow Star Dairy proposal, 
that has been approved in Kandiyohi County, would have had to be reduced by 80% to 2000 
animal units and would need to meet a half-mile setback from any residence.  And that is in a 
county with less than half the population and nowhere near the surface water resources of 
Kandiyohi County. 
 
Sometimes producers will not agree with the community standards as they apply to their 
proposal, and that is an entirely reasonable reaction.  However, it does not necessarily follow that 
the county is creating or fostering a negative atmosphere by consistently applying the planned 
and adopted community standards.    
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Assessing Impact 
 
A common theme that runs through the minutes of the Ag Committee’s discussion of the housing 
issue and has also come up in various conversations can be summed up with the question: 
What’s the harm?  On its face this question seems simple enough, but upon deeper reflection it 
becomes clear that the question is not so easily answered.  Simply put, as it applies to Meadow 
Star Dairy’s proposed housing alone, one would be hard pressed to show that there would be any 
harm, per se, to any person or institution.  Such has never been the contention of the zoning 
office.  But it must be remembered that the zoning office does not have the luxury of considering 
only this basic test for appropriateness.  When not answered within the context of a 
comprehensive land use plan, such a basic test is inherently arbitrary and capricious.  The 
comprehensive plan provides the framework within which the question can be answered because 
the comprehensive plan considers the impact of the question both over the entire county and over 
the passage of time.   
 
It is unsound to believe that we can arrive at orderly and efficient development by asking of each 
and every proposal “What’s the harm?” while viewing that question as it applies only to that 
situation at that point in time.  The same question applied to almost any zoning matter would 
yield the same answer: There is no appreciable impact as applied narrowly to this site in this 
situation.  For example, while the zoning ordinance requires a setback of 10 feet from a property 
line, each and every landowner could ask the question “What’s the harm with me putting my 
new house at 8 feet?”  The answer to each landowner would be the same: There is no appreciable 
impact of your specific proposal at your specific site.  The same would be true with a setback of 
a new residence from an existing feedlot.  A current landowner may say “I don’t mind feedlots, 
so what’s the harm in me building a home at less than a quarter mile from my neighbor’s 
feedlot?”  The answer would be that there would be no impact at that place in that time.  
However, repeated application of this simple standard would result in chaotic, unplanned 
development and incremental impacts of all sorts.  It’s the very reason why planning and zoning 
authority was granted to counties: because the repeated application of the “What’s the harm?” 
standard created many problems for counties.  The comprehensive plan places questions in their 
broader context (over space and time) and helps the county avoid short-sighted decision making. 
 
It has also been suggested that the only reasons for residential density restrictions in agricultural 
zones is to preserve agricultural land and to avoid land use conflicts.  While these are important 
factors, they are not the only factors.  As you will note on the attached document, the 
comprehensive plan lists other compelling reasons and summarizes some of the concerns in 
discussing various studies.  Public services and infrastructures are less efficient and less effective 
when delivered to a scattered population.  The comprehensive plan does not arrive at these 
conclusions by looking at one or two individual sites, but by studying, planning and guiding the 
best development patterns for the county, none of which include high-density clustering of shift 
laborers in agricultural zones. 
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Comparing to Other Counties 
 

Another recurring theme that has developed is the argument that Kandiyohi County should allow 
on-site high-density housing for agricultural laborers because other counties allow it.  From the 
outset, one can see how troublesome the application of this test would be for orderly 
development specific to a community.  There are myriad other various uses and standards 
allowed in other counties that are not appropriate for Kandiyohi County.  Simply asserting that 
someone somewhere else does it so we should too does nothing to advance the discussion.  
Consider that a citizen activist group could just as easily argue that since Renville County caps 
feedlots at 2000 animal units, Kandiyohi County should too.  Would the EDC and Ag Committee 
consider that to be a worthy or compelling argument?   
 
However, since the fact has been raised numerous times that two counties in Minnesota have an 
ordinance allowance for such housing arrangements it might be helpful to examine that fact a 
little more closely.  A comment summarized in the minutes of the June 17, 2010 meeting of the 
Ag Committee suggests that an example of a well thought-out comprehensive plan from a county 
that looks at the issue differently than Kandiyohi County might make the concept more palatable 
to the county.  With that suggestion in mind, let’s consider the two counties that have been held 
up as examples of counties that allow this type of housing arrangement, namely Stevens County 
and Faribault County.  I have spoken with the Zoning Administrators from both counties.  In 
Stevens County there is not only no supportive language in their comprehensive land use plan, 
but they do not have a plan at all.  The comprehensive plan in Faribault County has not been 
updated since its adoption in 1967 and according to the current Zoning Administrator has not 
been used in any meaningful way in many years.   
 
Let’s go a little farther and see how these counties compare to Kandiyohi County in other ways.  
U.S. Census Bureau statistics show Faribault County going from an estimated population of 16, 
181 in 2000 to an estimated population of 14,506 in 2009, a net decrease of 1,675 people 
(approximately 10% drop).  In that same time period Stevens County goes from 10,053 in 2000 
to 9, 629 in 2009, a net decrease of 424 people (approximately 4% drop).  Kandiyohi County has 
seen its estimated population go from 41,203 in 2000 to 41,123 in 2009, a net decrease of 80 
people, (statistically insignificant drop).  There are many other social and physical parameters 
that could be used to compare the three counties, but these population numbers provide a stark 
enough contrast to illustrate the point that the Stevens and Faribault counties are strikingly 
dissimilar to Kandiyohi County.   
 
So, the question is: Is it wise and in the long-term best interest of Kandiyohi County to adopt the 
standards of a small minority of counties that do not plan their development and have shrinking 
populations that are approximately 25-35% of the size of Kandiyohi County’s population?  Is 
this the example that Kandiyohi County should be following? 
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Accommodating Agriculture 
 

Accommodating the needs of all aspects of agricultural production is a commendable goal shared 
by the EDC and the zoning office.  The comprehensive plan contains language that encourages 
and supports that goal.  However, several important points can be made in regards to 
accommodating agriculture:  

1. There seems to be some misunderstanding as to how much the current regulations can 
accommodate the housing desires of various agricultural sectors. 

2. Accommodation of demands can never be complete and unquestioning.   
 
To illustrate point number one, I offer the following quotes from the minutes of the June 18, 
2009 meeting of the Ag Committee: “The current zoning ordinance does not include a 
conditional use permit to allow more than one family dwelling on a 40 acre parcel to assist 
animal agriculture in certain circumstances.”  “…permission to obtain additional farm housing 
for farm assistance is not readily accessible.”  These quotes show that there is a lack of 
understanding of the presence and/or nature and/or effect of the Transfer of Building Eligibilities 
allowance in the A-1 Zoning District.  The Transfer of Building Eligibilities allows more than 
one dwelling in the A-1 Zoning District by allowing a “no net increase” transfer of building 
eligibilities from adjacent quarter-quarter sections under common or different ownership.  This 
accommodation in fact represents a “readily accessible” form of “permission to obtain additional 
farm housing for farm assistance” that is able to “assist animal agriculture in certain 
circumstances.”   
 
And why is this allowance in the current zoning ordinance?  Because the current comprehensive 
plan introduced it as an issue in Chapter 6 on Page 10 and urged that it be explored in Chapter 8 
on Page 4.  Following this directive the zoning office developed language and brought the matter 
to the Planning Commission for consideration in 2004.  The resulting reality is that agricultural 
operations ranging from father/son crop farmers to large cooperative feedlots have flexibility and 
ability to accommodate a son living at/near the homestead farm or the managers of certain 
aspects of livestock production living at/near the livestock production site.  And none of this 
precludes agricultural operations from additionally offering housing in nearby communities as a 
benefit to help draw employees. 
 
Point number two above can be discussed in the context of the following quote from the minutes 
of the August 19, 2010 meeting of the Ag Committee: “…there is at least one entrepreneur 
outside the county who has expressed an interest in building a large beef operation in Kandiyohi 
County, but the housing issue is a make or break deal for him.”  No jurisdiction or entity will be 
able to meet every demand or provide every benefit desired by a business.   
 
Beyond that, it is reasonable to ask further questions regarding that statement.  It seems safe to 
assume that the agricultural entrepreneur being referred to in that statement is the livestock 
producer who authored a letter dated January 7, 2009 that has been circulated fairly extensively, 
and as recently as January 13, 2011 was submitted as an exhibit to the EDC Joint Operations 
Board of Commissioners.  In the letter the producer states that he has “reviewed the prospects of 
locating my next livestock development in Kandiyohi County, with the expectation that this 
county provides the „livestock development supportiveness‟ that it proclaims.”  Here again we 
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see the livestock supportive resolution passed by the county being re-interpreted to mean that the 
county will agree to any demand in order to be considered supportive, rather than saying that the 
existing plan and ordinances do support agriculture and the county encourages others to do the 
same.  Please be reminded that the livestock supportive resolution that he alludes to actually 
states that the county “is committed to its current plans, policy, and ordinances.”   
 
 
A number of questions arise when thinking about this statement in greater depth: 

1. If this producer has seriously considered locating a facility in Kandiyohi County, why has 
he never consulted with the zoning office as to how his proposal might fit with Kandiyohi 
County regulations? 

2. Is this producer aware of the Transfer of Building Eligibilities allowance? 
3. If on-site multiple-unit housing is a deal-breaker for this producer, how is it that he is 

able to operate his existing beef feedlot (permitted for +/- 10,000 AU) without any on-site 
housing for workers? 

 
I don’t ask these questions to dispute this producer, but to suggest that it is appropriate to explore 
the statement contained in the minutes beyond its initial appearance.  The zoning office is more 
than happy to assist anyone in a permitting endeavor that they may have in mind for a livestock 
operation in Kandiyohi County, along with explaining to them what current allowances the 
ordinance makes for housing in agricultural areas.  When producers consult with the zoning 
office concerning their proposals, they can learn directly what may or may not fit with the 
standards adopted for Kandiyohi County and can avoid being affected by any misunderstandings 
that may circulate within the community.   
 

Intergovernmental Cooperation 
 

There seems to be some confusion about what role the Townships have in providing input to the 
county on county matters.  The minutes of the January 13, 2011 meeting of the EDC Joint 
Operations Board, indicate that the Board was presented with “copies of a resolution by St. Johns 
Township that was turned down by Kandiyohi County Zoning” and “a section from the County 
Comprehensive Plan relative to Intergovernmental Cooperation”.  There being no other obvious 
reason to copy sections of the comprehensive plan relative to intergovernmental cooperation, the 
implication seems to be that Kandiyohi County is not living up to its goals for intergovernmental 
cooperation because it did not do what St. Johns Township asked to be done. 
 
In fact Kandiyohi County did act cooperatively by considering the input from St. Johns 
Township at a Planning Commission meeting where the merits were discussed at length.  In the 
end, the Planning Commission did not feel compelled to act affirmatively to initiate a change to 
the ordinance based on the request.  Cooperation cannot be equated with total agreement.  The 
Kandiyohi County zoning office and Planning Commission always have and will continue to 
thoughtfully consider input from all Townships in regards to any number of land use issues 
within the county.  In fact, there are several Townships that have regular contact with the county 
in formal and informal ways.   
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State Statute 40A 
 

In an effort to avoid any potential confusion over statutory mandates for counties, it may be 
helpful to briefly address another handout that was provided to the EDC Joint Operations Board 
on January 13, 2011.  The Board was given a copy of a section of state statute (40A.12) titled 
Protection for Normal Agriculture Practices.  Within the text of the statutory reference, the 
phrases “may not enact ordinances” and “that may restrict or regulate normal agricultural 
practices” were underlined, presumably for emphasis.  It seems reasonable to assume that the 
point of passing out such a reference with the emphasized phrases was to lead the Board to 
believe that the county is acting or has acted in a manner contrary to the statutory language.  
However, a closer inspection reveals that this not the case. 
 
Not only does this section of statute specifically reference “agricultural practices” (which refers 
to actual agriculture as is explained in the next sentence), and go on to contain the concluding 
phrase “except for residences”, but it also is completely inapplicable because it is part of a larger 
Agricultural Land Preservation Program.  Kandiyohi County has not applied for inclusion in the 
program (available since 1987) and as such has no “agricultural preserve” lands.  So, not only 
does the language of the section that was supplied to the Board not support the premise that 
seems to be implied, but the statute as a whole has absolutely no bearing on any property in 
Kandiyohi County.  Interestingly, even this particular statute further reinforces local planning by 
requiring in 40A.05 that a plan for official controls must address “integration with county 
comprehensive and municipal plans” and by requiring in 40A.18 that “The average maximum 
density of residential structures within an agricultural preserve and the location of a new 
structure must conform to locally applicable plan or zoning regulations.” 
 
 

Conclusion 
 
I offer the discussion of these topics for your consideration, since you have indicated a desire to 
understand more fully why the zoning office has not led or supported an effort to amend the 
zoning ordinance to allow on-site multiple-unit housing for agricultural laborers. This discussion 
is intended to compliment the attached document that focuses on the comprehensive plan.  The 
zoning office remains committed to supporting and enabling all agricultural endeavors to the 
extent that such endeavors are willing to operate within the established standards of the state and 
county.  Thank you again for the opportunity to interact with you on this topic. 
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Following is a short discussion that seeks to answer the question of whether the concept of amending 
the Kandiyohi County Zoning Ordinance to allow on-site multiple-unit housing for agricultural 
workers is compatible with the Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Minnesota Statutes Chapter 394 authorizes county planning and zoning activities.  The statute is 
explicit in its language requiring that a county’s comprehensive plan “must be the basis for official 
controls” (zoning regulations) and that the zoning regulations that are authorized are those “official 
controls which shall further the purpose and objectives of the comprehensive plan.”    
 
The Comprehensive Plan speaks to the issue of where the county should look to direct all types of 
residential development, or in other words, where the people who work in the county should live.  
Upon review, it becomes clear that the question of compatibility with the Comprehensive Plan is 
fairly easily answered.  The Comprehensive Plan contains no statements in support of housing 
concentrations of laborers at their place of work, and contains many statements in opposition to this 
concept.  Following are some quotes that illustrate this lack of compatibility: 
 

 Implementation of the County’s Comprehensive Plan and encouraging high density 
development to occur in Urban Growth Areas can facilitate the process for orderly growth. 
(Ch. 6, Pg. 9) 

 Establishing growth policies that encourage development in municipal urban growth 
boundaries can limit urban sprawl, reduce costs of providing infrastructure…and promote 
orderly growth. (Ch. 6 Pg. 10) 

 Energy efficient settlement patterns in land use plans and related ordinances should be 
developed. (Ch. 7 Pg. 6) 

 Good land use practices should be encouraged through zoning. (Ch. 7 Pg. 7) 
 Encourage preservation and, where necessary, rehabilitation of existing housing stock, if 

economically feasible. (Ch. 7 Pg. 8) 
 Suitable land appropriately zoned for residential development should be made available.  

(Ch. 7 Pg. 8) 
 Residential growth should be encouraged to occur in areas that are or will soon be supplied 

with municipal services.  (Ch. 7 Pg. 8)  Note – Ch.4 Pg 12 says of nearby Pennock that “the 
City recently put in a new sewer system, which could help attract more residents to the 
community in the future.” 

 To preserve the rural character of the County, high density developments should be 
encouraged to be located in urban areas. (Ch. 7 Pg. 8) 

 Rural development should be encouraged to locate near appropriate transportation 
corridors. (Ch. 7 Pg. 11) 

 Efficient and function municipal growth and development should be encouraged to help 
minimize urban sprawl. (Ch. 7 Pg. 12) 

Analysis of the Kandiyohi County Comprehensive Plan 
Relative to 

Feedlot/Agricultural Laborer Housing Discussion 
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 Urban growth boundaries should be identified by all units of government and planning 
should occur to account for growth in those boundaries. (Ch. 7 Pg. 12) 

 High density residential growth should be encouraged in areas that are or soon will be 
supplied with sewer and water. (Ch. 7 Pg 12) 

 Strong consideration should be given to redeveloping and intensifying the use of already 
developed areas… (Ch. 7 Pg. 12) 

 Promote orderly growth for basic facilities and services needed to manage growth in a 
sustainable manner. (Ch. 7 Pg. 17) 

 Assistance should be provided to municipalities and townships, where necessary, in 
implementing planning goals and sustainable development activities. (Ch. 7 Pg. 18) 

 The County needs to carefully manage growth in order to minimize any negative effects… 
(Ch. 7 Pg. 18) 

 Redevelopment of currently developed land should occur, supporting incentives programs 
which make this financially feasible. (Ch. 7 Pg. 18) 

 Conclusions from several studies on rural development discussed on Pg. 5 of Ch. 8: 
o Due to the structure of Minnesota’s local governments, the fiscal impact of new 

residential development on counties is usually enhanced when it occurs within 
cities… 

o County per capita road maintenance costs tend to decline as density, residential 
market value and percent of city residents increase. 

o When townships reach a certain population level, their per capita road costs 
increase. 

o New development within cities or adjacent areas often favorably affects the cost of 
water and wastewater services. 

o …the fiscal impact of new residential development is more favorable for all branches 
of government when it occurs within or adjacent to cities. 

o …in all cases the cost of providing services to low density residential development 
located away from existing infrastructure was over four times higher than the cost of 
services for development in a city near existing infrastructure. 

o …higher density residential development has less of a negative effect on a 
community’s fiscal budget than does low density sprawl. 

 
The Comprehensive Plan repeatedly speaks of sustainable development, development in urban areas, 
community growth, urban growth areas, rehabilitating existing housing, development near existing 
infrastructure and steering development to where public services are available.  The Comprehensive 
Plan does not contain language that provides support for isolating concentrations of laborers away 
from established communities at their site of employment.  While agriculture (especially animal 
agriculture) presents some unique needs for on-site housing of a manager or perhaps several 
managers of different aspects of production, the remainder of the labor force is in most ways 
indistinguishable from most other production enterprises.  The Comprehensive Plan and existing 
zoning regulations are substantially and currently conducive to accommodating the need for 
agricultural production operations to house a number of key personnel at or near a production site.   
 
The Comprehensive Plan also contains numerous references to supporting agriculture, however, 
general statements of support cannot be viewed to trump specific statements concerning 
development, or the Comprehensive Plan would be judged to be internally inconsistent.  At its root, 
the question of concentrated on-site housing of agricultural laborers is not an agricultural issue, as it 
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is not uniquely agricultural in nature.  Rather, it is a question of community development patterns.  
Simply stated in summary, the Comprehensive Plan does not provide support for zoning regulations 
that would allow concentrations of production-level employees to be isolated and segregated at their 
place of work and away from the established communities within the county.  The Comprehensive 
Plan envisions these laborers living in, enhancing and expanding the existing communities within the 
county. 
 
 
  
 



Response to  
Kandiyohi County Zoning’s Dissertation 

Regarding Ag Employee Housing 
 

Kandiyohi County Zoning Department distributed segments and quotes from past EDC Ag Committee and 
Operations Board minutes used in an effort to surmount a case denying an amendment to the County Ordinance 
for a current agricultural need. The following responses are derived from the minutes recorded during the 
Kandiyohi County Planning Commission meeting December 8, 2008 where through a request by St Johns 
Township (supported by motion of the City of Pennock) a decision was on the table and listed in the minutes as 
follows: “…… St Johns Township’s  request to consider amending the zoning ordinance, in the A-1 Ag 
Preservation District, to allow multi unit dwellings, for up to forty (40) employees for livestock facilities.” 
 
Opening statements by the Department were submitted in advance and reviewed as recorded: “Geer read 
highlights from the position statement drafted by staff and presented to the Planning Commission as a staff 
report …” 
 
The individual that repeatedly interjected critical points in support of the Township’s request for an amendment 
was then Planning Commission member Bruce Reuss and current Chair of the EDC Ag Committee. The 
following are excerpts of Bruce’s points along with associated responses (w/emphasis added): 
 
“Reuss commented that he does not have a ready made response to the staff position statement, but that he feels 
that there are items in the position statement that are not applicable to the consideration of on-site housing 
for large scale animal agriculture.” 
 
“Reuss stated that he feels that this type of housing is different from the housing referenced in the 
comprehensive plan because it is for agricultural employees. Reuss commented that he feels the fact that the 
agricultural workers are being requested to be able to live in an agricultural zone negates concerns about 
limiting density for agricultural preservation or to limit land use conflicts.”  
 
“Reuss feels that such housing arrangements should be considered when there is a demonstrated need.” 
 
“Geer noted that Stevens County and one other County have allowances for this type of arrangement.”  
 
“Reuss commented that agriculture is different now and feels that if there is a demonstrated need that this 
should be allowed in the A-1 District.” 
 
“Reuss stated that this number of housing units could be accomplished anyway, explaining that 16 homes can 
be built on a 40 acre parcel.” 
 
“Geer noted that the Zoning Ordinance only allows for a maximum of 4 homes per 40 acres using only the 
building eligibility transfer ……”  
 
Reuss stated that if allowed, it would only be for employee housing and for agricultural uses only. Reuss 
stated that he feels that a regulation can be dealt with or fashioned and would have to assess how you 
demonstrate need.” 
 
“Huseby provided a summary of some of the conversation thus far, noting the topics of setting a precedent, 
control, a new paradigm for agriculture, and changing with the times.” 
 
“Huseby asked if this matter could come up again if voted down now. Geer stated that the matter could arise 
again for consideration at a public hearing on an application by the owners of a specific property or by 
County Board action.”  



 
 
 
 
“Motion by Dean, seconded by Hanson to not pursue further consideration of an amendment to the Zoning 
Ordinance at this time, that would allow onsite multi-unit housing. Dean stated that he was willing to make his 
motion because there is an opportunity for the matter to come back before the Planning Commission with an 
application, providing the applicant the opportunity to demonstrate a need.” 
 
“Reuss stated that he agrees and that he feels the Planning Commission needs to hear public testimony.” 
 
“Motion carried.” 
 
Now is the time for the Ag Committee to complete the process that was initiated from this Committee exactly       
2 years ago and officially passed by Committee action 8 months ago. Now is the time for the Ag Committee to 
advance opportunities for response to the needs expressed by County ag producers. And finally, now is the time 
to address the Planning Commission’s final intentions to this issue as stated and voted on above: 
 
“Dean stated that he was willing to make his motion because there is an opportunity for the matter to come 
back before the Planning Commission with an application, ......(and as stated by Geer earlier „…or by County 
Board action‟ … as intended by this Committee) .” 
 
“Reuss stated that he agrees and that he feels the Planning Commission needs to hear public testimony.” 
 
 
 
 


